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One show: €1,900 (all taxes 

included)

Two shows: €3,500 (all taxes 

included)

Kilometric fees: €0.60/km starting 

from Bordeaux.

SACEM and SACD fees to be paid by 

the Organizer

The crew on tour:

• 4 people in single rooms from D-1 to 

D+1

• Full hot meals and breakfasts from arri-

val to leaving (1 veggies)

F��ci� c�d�i�s

« Old age is when people start 
saying : I have never felt this 

young. » [Jules Renard]

Acting area: 10 m aperture x 8 m depth x 4 m height. 

IMPORTANT: We need a place to hide a surprise (4 m aperture x 1,5 m 

depth x 3,2m height) in the left side of the pitch.

• Provide system (structure with curtains for example....) to hide it from 

the audience and the wind..

• A flat hard and direct floor (ground), (no stage), small square, garden, 

street, in front of trees, a wall, a building, without passageway in the back.

• A quiet and nice place, protected from the wind, where two people 

could have a birthday picnic.

Te�nic� requ�em�ts (Cf f�l te�nic� rid�)

A power supply 220V - 16A (for the sound 

control) near the performance area. 

We supplie a full sound system for an audience of 

500 people.

Possibility to adapt inside or to perform by night 

(Please conctact us).

This show can travel by plane (Please contact us).



Distribution and tours:

Orianne Block: di�usion@cielarbreavache.com 

   +33 (0)6 78 75 57 44

Technical director:

Antoine Boulin: info@cielarbreavache.com

   +33 (0)6 81 51 38 26
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Mr. And Mrs. Poiseau are the old couple we all dream 

of becoming. They know each other by heart and 

like to turn their habits upside down as often as pos-

sible.

For Mrs. Poiseau’s 75th birthday, Mr. Poiseau went 

out of his way: he threw her a surprise birthday par-

ty. He secretly dragged half of their kitchen out on 

the street to bake a cake, and thought he had it all 

figured out, but then…

Mrs. Poiseau, her husband and yourselves are in for 

a few surprises: some laughs, a few pranks and a de-

cadent recipe that will make for a rather extraordina-

ry birthday party.

This is a universal and silent Street Theater performance. The tempo is given by 

laughs, some sounds, silence and a soundtrack from the 60s.

The set is quite simple: a bench and a garden table on which the old man crammed 

an oven, a fishing rod, kitchenware and many other things.

The story unfolds in a public space and draws its strength from it. The couple inte-

racts with the street environment and is eager to meet you and to share this birt-

hday party with you.

Writing: Léa Blanche Bernard and Louis Grison

Acting: Louis Grison and Macha Léon

Stage direction: Antoine Boulin

With the help of Yvo Mentens

Genre: Visual humour, silent physical theatre

Duration: 60 minutes

What can you do  

to avoid death and aging? 

For want of having discovered 

the Elixir of Youth, we use the 

scenic space to perform the 

impossible.
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